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Abstract The “three dimensional” (3D) approach to few-nucleon calculations, instead ofworkingwith partial-
wave states, uses the momentum degrees of freedom of the nucleons directly. As a result, 3D calculations are
equivalent to incorporating all partial waves into the calculation. This equivalence is limited by the avail-
able computational resources, nonetheless, the new approach provides an opportunity to construct numerical
descriptions of physical systems that were previously unavailable with more traditional methods. We present
selected observables for the neutron–deuteron inelastic scattering process calculated using the 3D approach
and the traditional partial wave approach. This comparison was carried out using the first order terms of the
series expansion of the Faddeev equations and is a strong motivator for a development of a complete 3D
calculation that utilizes all orders.
1 Introduction
Our description of three nucleon (3N) scattering is based on the Faddeev equation [1,2]:
Tˇ = tˇ Pˇ + tˇ Gˇ0 Pˇ Tˇ , (1)
where the inverted hat ˇ is used to mark operators and distinguish them from unit vectors typically denoted by
a hat ˆ , Gˇ0 is the free 3N propagator, tˇ is the two-nucleon (2N) transition operator satisfying the Lippmann–
Schwinger equation and Pˇ = Pˇ12 Pˇ23 + Pˇ13 Pˇ23 is a permutation operator composed from particle exchange
operators Pˇi j . Finally Tˇ is the 3N transition operator that can be used to calculate observables in both the
elastic and breakup channels of the nucleon–deuteron scattering process.
In [3] we present a comparison of results based on partial waves and 3D results for observables related
to the neutron induced deuteron breakup reaction and to elastic neutron deuteron scattering. This comparison
suggests that the traditional calculations encounter convergence problems for certain kinematical regimes and
that the new formalism can be used to obtain accurate observables in these cases. Although the results presented
in [3] are obtained using only first order terms of the series expansion of the Faddeev equation (1) with Tˇ = tˇ Pˇ ,
this comparison serves as a big motivator for the further development of the 3D approach.
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2 Formalism
Restricting the calculation to the first order with Tˇ = tˇ Pˇ makes it possible to calculate all observables in the
breakup channel of nd scattering from simple matrix elements [1,3]:
〈φ0 | (1ˇ + Pˇ)tˇ Pˇ | φ〉 (2)
and in the elastic channel from:
〈φ′ | Pˇ Gˇ−10 + Pˇ tˇ Pˇ | φ〉. (3)
In (2) and (3) | φ〉, | φ′〉 are states containing the deuteron bound state in the subspace of particles 2, 3 with
the remaining particle being a free neutron and | φ〉0 is a state with three free nucleons.
The 2N transition operator tˇ appearing in (1–3) is a crucial element of the calculation. In our “three
dimensional” treatment of 3N scattering this operator is calculated using methods from [4,5]. First, the 2N
potential and transition operator are written in their general forms that explicitly obey the usual symmetries of
parity, time reversal, particle exchange and spatial rotations [6]:





i (| p′|, | p|, pˆ′ · pˆ)wˇi ( p′, p), (4)





i (E; | p′|, | p|, pˆ′ · pˆ)wˇi ( p′, p), (5)
where p ( p′) is the initial (final) relative momentum of the 2N system. The isospin in the initial (final) state
is t (t ′), mt (m′t ) is the isospin projection in the initial (final) state and E is the energy. Since wˇi ( p′, p) are
given operators in the spin space (listed for example in [5]), the potential and transition operators in (4), (5)
are effectively defined by the scalar functions vtmti (| p′|, | p|, pˆ′ · pˆ) and τ tmti (E; | p′|, | p|, pˆ′ · pˆ), respectively.
This can be used in the next step to transform the Lippmann–Schwinger equation for tˇ :
tˇ = Vˇ + Vˇ Gˇ0 tˇ (6)
into a set of coupled linear equations for the scalar functions τ tmti (E; | p′|, | p|, pˆ′ · pˆ). Details on this procedure
can be found in [4,5].
Different numerical methods can be used to solve the resulting linear equations. In practical calculations
we use Krylov subspace algorithms and in particular the Arnoldi algorithm [7] to turn the problem into a
matrix equation of manageable size. The resulting scalar functions are plugged into (5) which is in turn used
to calculate the matrix elements (2), (3) needed to construct the observables. Using (5) instead of utilizing
the partial wave decomposition of tˇ results in a greater precision at larger energies since higher partial waves
constructed from heavily oscillating functions are not needed. In the next section we show selected results
from our paper [3] that illustrate this property.
3 Numerical Results and Summary
Out of the observables presented in [3] the numerical results for neutron induced deuteron breakup at laboratory
kinetic energy 190MeV best illustrate the grater precision of 3D calculations. These results are presented in
Fig. 1 for a chosen kinematical configuration in the final state [3] and show the convergence of the partial
wave results to the 3D results with an increasing number of partial waves included in the calculation. Full
agreement with the 3D results is not obtained since including more partial waves exceeded the capabilities
of the computational resources used in the calculation. Additionally, since the construction of higher partial
waves requires heavily oscillating functions, it is not obvious that such an increase would lead to full agreement
using current numerical methods.
We conclude that constructing 3D calculations that utilize all orders of the Faddeev equation (1) might
make it possible to describe physical situations that are currently unavailable for more traditional methods. Our
recent work suggests that this goal can be achieved by constructing a general operator form of the scattering
state Tˇ | φ〉, where this state is effectively defined by a set of scalar functions. Progress in this direction has
been made using the procedure from [8] for the construction of the general form of operators that obey given



































































Fig. 1 Results from [3] for the deuteron and nucleon vector analyzing powers Ady , A
N
y and the deuteron tensor analyzing powers
Axx , Ayy , Azz calculated for the nd breakup reaction at laboratory kinetic energy 190MeV. The S on the vertical axes parametrize
the kinematics of three free particles in the final state (details on the kinematics of the two neutrons and proton can be found
in [3]). The dash-dotted, dotted and dashed lines are calculated using partial wave decomposition with maximum total angular
momentum 21/2, 23/2, 25/2, respectively and with maximum angular momentum of the 2–3 particle subsystem equal 8. The
solid lines are calculated using the 3D approach. The double dashed lines, for comparison, show partial wave results obtained
using all order of the Faddeev equation (1). Convergence to the 3D results is observed in all plots, however in order to obtain
full agreement more partial waves should be taken into account—this was unpractical with the computing resources used for the
calculation
symmetries. Having the general operator form of Tˇ | φ〉, the Faddeev equation can be transformed into a set
of coupled linear equations for the scalar functions that define the scattering state. These equations could then
be solved using methods familiar from 2N transition operator calculations.
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